For the consensus problem of multi-agent systems with linear dynamics, distributed eventtriggered control strategies are put forward, which can decrease the frequency of information transmissions between agents and the number of control inputs of each agent. In the case that the agent states can be obtained or outputs can be obtained, distributed consensus protocols are designed based on event-triggered state information and event-triggered observer information, respectively. The consensus problem is converted into the stability problem by model transformation. Sufficient conditions for multi-agent systems to achieve consensus are obtained. Meanwhile, it is theoretically proved that the event-triggering conditions will exclude Zeno behavior. Simulation examples verify the effectiveness of obtained results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the far-ranging applications in many areas, such as sensor network, multi-robot collaboration and multi-task assignment of UAV, the cooperative control problems for multi-agent systems have been attracting more and more scholars [1] - [5] . One of the important problems is consensus which refers to that some dynamic variables of all agents in a system, such as positions and velocities, can asymptotically approach same values under appropriate control protocol. At present, the research on consensus issues has achieved much achievement [6] - [14] .
In the early research, it is generally assumed that the neighboring agents in a system can exchange information continuously. However, in reality, the external resources and the energy of agents are usually limited. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce an effective mechanism to reduce resource consumption as much as possible while ensuring the system's performance. It has been proved that eventtriggered control strategy is an effective means to avoid continuous information. That is, each agent only broadcasts its information for controller update at the event-triggering time instants. In most cases, event-triggered control is superior to traditional time-triggered control [15] . The
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jianxiang Xi . centralized and distributed event-triggered control strategies were proposed, respectively, in [16] . In [17] , Seyboth et al. designed a state-independent event-triggering condition, and discussed the average consensus of multi-agent systems. In [18] , by designing the event-triggering condition based on combinational measurement values, consensus of multi-agent systems was achieved. The event-triggered leader-following consensus problems for multi-agent systems were considered in [19] , [20] . In [21] , Cao et al. used the edge event-driven control strategy to discuss the consensus problem of second-order multi-agent systems. Based on the research on event-triggered consensus, the problem of containment control for multi-agent systems under directed topology was studied in [22] . The consensus problems for multi-agent systems based on periodic sampling and event hybrid control strategy were studied in [23] and [24] , respectively. The event-triggered formation control problem for multi-agent systems with guaranteed collision avoidance was studied in [25] . Because multi-agent systems with general linear dynamics are more universal, Zhu et al. studied general linear multi-agent systems by using mixed event-triggering conditions [26] . Guo et al. studied the consensus problem of general linear multi-agent systems by using periodic event-driven control strategy [27] . The event-triggered leader-following consensus problem of discrete-time multi-agent systems with parameter uncertainties was investigated in [28] . The event-triggered control was used to study the consensus problem of general linear multi-agent systems under different communication topologies in [29] . Zhang et al. studied the consensus problem of general linear multi-agent systems based on integral-type event-driven control strategy [30] . Observer-based event-triggered consensus protocols were designed according to the availability of output information in [31] , [32] .
Motivated by the aforementioned work, we further investigate the event-triggered consensus problem of linear multi-agent systems. Note that in [26] , [29] , [31] , and [32] , continuous information is still needed in event checking. In order to reduce the communication frequency between agents, we propose a new event-triggered control scheme, which does not use continuous communication information in the event-triggering condition. Moreover, an exponential decay term is added to the event-triggering condition, which can exclude Zeno behavior. The cases that the agent states can be obtained and outputs can be obtained are considered, respectively. The consensus problem is converted into the stability problem by model transformation. Sufficient conditions for multi-agent systems to achieve consensus are obtained.
This paper is organized as follows. The consensus problems of multi-agent systems are formulated in Section II. In Section III, state-based event-triggered control is introduced. In Section IV, observer-based event-triggered control is introduced. In Section V, simulation examples are given to illustrate the effectiveness of the obtained results. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
Notations: In this paper, N denotes the set of all the nonnegative integers. The symbols R n and R m×n indicate the sets of n dimensional real vectors and m × n dimensional real matrices, respectively. I N represents the N -dimensional identity matrix and 1(0) denotes the column vector of all 1(0) with appropriate dimension. ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. · denotes the 2-norm of vectors or the vector induced 2-norm of matrices.
II. PRELIMINARIES
The communication topology among agents can be represented by an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v N } denotes a set of nodes and E ⊆ V×V denotes a set of edges. If (v i , v j ) ∈ E, the nodes v i and v j are neighbors to each other. A path from node v i 1 to node v i l is a sequence of adjacent edges in the form of (v i q , v i q+1 ), q = 1, . . . , l −1. An undirected graph is connected if there exists a path between every pair of distinct nodes. The adjacency matrix associated with graph G is represented by A = [a ij ] ∈ R N ×N , which is defined as a ij = 1, if (v i , v j ) ∈ E, and a ij = 0, otherwise. In this paper, we do not consider a graph with a self-loop, that is, a ii = 0 for any i ∈ {1, . . . , N }. The degree matrix is defined as D =diag{d 1 , . . . , d N }, where d i = N j=1 a ij is called in-degree of node v i . The Laplacian of G is defined as
Consider a multi-agent system composed of N agents, each agent has the following continuous linear dynamics
where x i (t) ∈ R n , u i (t) ∈ R p and y i (t) ∈ R q are the state, control input, and output of the ith agent, respectively, A, B and C are constant matrices with appropriate dimensions. The purpose of this paper is to solve the consensus problem of the system (1) under the event-triggered mechanism. That is, lim t→∞ x i − x j = 0, i, j = 1, . . . , N . Moreover, Zeno behavior needs to be excluded, i.e., there are no infinite events within a limited time interval. Assumption 1: The topology G is connected, and the pair (A, B, C) is stabilizable and detectable.
On the basis of Assumption 1, there exists a solution P > 0 for the following algebraic Riccati inequality with α > 0 [33]
The following lemmas are needed for further study. Lemma 1 [6] : For an undirected graph G, 0 is a simple eigenvalue of L if and only if G is connected, and the minimum non-zero eigenvalue λ 2 (L) of L is
Lemma 2 (Young's Inequality [34] ): Given x, y ∈ R, for any κ ∈ R >0 , |xy| ≤ x 2 2κ + κy 2 2 . Lemma 3 (Comparison Principle [35] ): Consider a differ-
u) is continuous and satisfies the local Lipschitz condition in u.
Let [t 0 , T ) be the maximum existence interval of the solution
III. STATE-BASED EVENT-TRIGGERED CONTROL
In this section, we consider the case that the relative state information of neighboring agents is available. The state estimation of
where t i k represents the kth event-triggering time instant of the agent v i . Here, we take t i 0 = 0. For the agent v i , the measurement error is defined as e i (t) =x i (t)−x i (t). On the basis of the relative states of neighboring agents, we put forward the following event-triggered distributed consensus protocol for each agent:
where K ∈ R p×n is the feedback gain matrix to be designed. The event-triggering time sequence {t i k } is determined by the VOLUME 7, 2019 following condition:
where µ > 0, ν > 0, δ and are the positive constant and control gain matrix to be designed, respectively.
Remark 1: The event-triggering condition (4) utilizes the state-dependent term and the time-dependent term. From the following analysis, it can be seen that the introduction of timedependent term can effectively exclude Zeno behavior, and the state-dependent item utilizes state estimation values which are based on the latest event-triggered states. However, the event-triggering conditions in [26] , [29] utilized the real-time state information of each agent and its neighbors. Therefore, the control protocol composed of (3) and (4) not only reduces the communication frequency but also reduces the number of control input updates.
Define
It is easy to know that z = 0 if and only if x 1 = · · · = x N . Thus, z is called the consensus error vector. (1) and (3), we know that z satisfies the following dynamics:
Theorem 1: If Assumption 1 holds and δ < 1 12 , then the multi-agent system composed of (1) and (3) can achieve consensus under the distributed event-triggering condition (4), i.e., the consensus error vector z asymptotically converges to 0, where K = B T P, = PBB T P.
Proof: Consider a Lyapunov function defined as follows:
The derivative of V 1 along (5) iṡ
From
Substituting the above equation into (7), we havė
By employing Lemma 2, we have
Then, it follows from (8) thaṫ
The inequality (9) is equivalent tȯ
By employing Lemma 2 again, we have
From the definition of z, we know that (1 T ⊗ I n )z = 0. Because the topology G is connected, according to Lemma 1, we can conclude that λ 2 (L)z T (I N ⊗ )z ≤ z T (L ⊗ )z. Substituting (10) and (11) into (9) yieldṡ
Together with inequality (2) and event-triggering condition (4), we can get thaṫ
Using (6) to represent (13), we can further havė
where 0 < γ ≤ λ 2 (L) 8λ max (P) . According to Lemma 3, we have
where ϕ(t) satisfiesφ(t) = −γ ϕ(t) + 3 2 N µe −νt with ϕ(0) = V 1 (0), that is,
It is obvious that ϕ(t) → 0 as t → ∞. Hence, one can derive that V 1 (t) → 0 as t → ∞, i.e., lim t→∞ z(t) = 0. The consensus of system (1) can be achieved. Remark 2: Compared with results in [26] , [29] , [31] , and [32] , event-triggered control scheme is utilized in both the consensus protocol (3) and the event-triggering condition (4) . This can fully save the system's energy by avoiding continuous communication.
The following theorem indicates that there does not exhibit Zeno behavior during the entire event-triggered control process.
Theorem 2: The system (5) does not exhibit Zeno behavior under the conditions of Theorem 1.
Proof: For the ith agent, by using the definition of e i (t), (1) and (3), we havė
From the proof of Theorem 1, we know that z(t) is bounded. Noting that the time interval between two consecutive eventtriggering time instants is finite, e A(t−t i k ) is bounded for any t ∈ [t i k , t i k+1 ). It is not hard to verify that d[(1 T ⊗ e −At )x(t)]/dt = 0 due to 1 T L = 0, which implies that
). Then, according to (14) , we have d e i (t) dt ≤ A e i (t) + w i .
Consider a non-negative function
From Lemma 3, we can obtain that e
is the solution of (15) . It is easy to know that if
then f i (t) ≤ 0. According to (6) , the interval between eventtriggering time instants t i k and t i k+1 of the ith agent can be lower bounded by the emvolution time for φ 2 (t −t i k ) to evolve from 0 to the value of the function on the right side of (16), i.e., the lower bound τ i k of t i k+1 −t i k can be obtained by solving the following equation:
The above equation is equivalent to
Assume that Zeno behavior occurs, which indicates that there exists a positive constant t * such that lim k→∞ t i k = t * . Let 0 = 1 2 A ln(1 + A K w i µe −νt * d i ). It follows from (17) that τ i k ≥ 2 0 . According to the definition of sequence limit, for any 0 > 0, there exists a positive integer N 0 such that t * − 0 < t i k ≤ t * for ∀k ≥ N 0 . Therefore, when k ≥ N 0 , t i k+1 ≥ t i k + τ i k > t * + 0 . This contradicts with the fact that t i k+1 ≤ t * for k ≥ N 0 . Hence, each agent strictly excludes Zeno behavior. (4) . Note that the lower bound τ i k is generally conservative because the state-dependent term has not been used. However, the existence of state-dependent term can reduce the communication frequency between agents further, which can be reflected by simulation examples later. The same case still exists in the proof of the following Theorem 4 which will not be emphasized again.
Remark 3: From the proof of Theorem 2, we can see that the exclusion of Zeno behavior mainly depends on the exponential decay term in the event-triggering condition

IV. OBSERVER-BASED EVENT-TRIGGERED CONTROL
If the agents' states are not available in practice, we can use an observer-based approach to achieve the consensus of the multi-agent system described by (1) . In this section, we consider the case in which the output information is available. The control protocol for each agent is designed as follows:
where χ i (t) ∈ R n is the observed state of the ith agent,
, F and K are the control gain matrices to be designed. Define the measurement error as e i (t) =χ i (t) − χ i (t). For the ith agent, the event-triggering condition is given as
where µ > 0, ν > 0, δ and are positive constant and control gain matrix to be designed, respectively. Let (1) and (18), we can get that     η
Theorem 3: If Assumption 1 holds and δ < 1 12 , selecting F such that A + FC is Hurwitz, then the multi-agent system composed of (1) and (18) can achieve consensus under the distributed event-triggering condition (19) , where K = B T P, = PBB T P. Furthermore, F can be designed as F = −Q −1 C T , where Q > 0 is the solution of the following algebraic Riccati inequality:
Proof: It is easy to see that the necessary and sufficient condition for the system (1) and (18) to achieve consensus is lim t→∞ ζ (t) = 0, which is equivalent to that the system (20) is asymptotically stable. If F satisfies that A+FC is Hurwitz, we can know that ε i (t) asymptotically approximates 0 from the second equation of (20) . Since the error ε(t) is decoupled from η(t), the asymptotic stability of the system (20) is equivalent to the asymptotic stability of the following systems:
Consider a Lyapunov function defined as
By a proof similar to that of Theorem 1, we can get that the derivative of V 2 along (22) iṡ
Together with the inequality (2) and event-triggering condition (19) , we havė
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, it can be seen that η(t) → 0 as t → ∞ from Lemma 3. Since ε(t) → 0, η(t) → 0 as t → ∞, it can be concluded that the consensus error vector ζ (t) asymptotically converges to 0, i.e., the consensus of system (1) and (18) can be achieved. Since (A, C) is observable, there is a matrix Q > 0 satisfying (21) . When F is chosen as −Q −1 C T , it is easy to get that Q(A+FC)+(A+FC) T Q = QA+A T Q−2C T C < 0, that is, A + FC is Hurwitz.
Remark 4: Similarly to that emphasized in Remark 2, eventtriggered control scheme is utilized in both the consensus protocol (18) and the event-triggering condition (19) in order to fully save the system's energy. Moreover, the introduction of observer-based approach can successfully tackle the case that the states of agents are unavailable.
Theorem 4: The system (20) does not exhibit Zeno behavior under the conditions of Theorem 3.
Proof: For the ith agent, by using (18), we havė
The derivative of e i (t) with respect to t From the proof of Theorem 3, we know that η(t) is bounded. Noting that the time interval between two consecutive eventtriggering time instants is finite, e A(t−t i k ) is bounded for any t ∈ [t i k , t i k+1 ). Through the definition of h i , we know that the dynamic equationḣ i (t) = (A + FC)h i (t) holds, which implies that h i (t) is bounded based on the fact that A + FC is Hurwitz. It can be known from the proof of Theorem 2 that N j=1 x i is bounded. Thus, N j=1 χ j is bounded since
has the same meaning as in the proof of Theorem 2. Let β i denote the upper bound of
Next, similarly to the proof of Theorem 2, it can be proved that each agent strictly excludes Zeno behavior by the method of contradiction.
V. SIMULATION EXAMPLES
In this section, in order to illustrate the validity of the obtained results, we consider a multi-agent system composed of four agents. The communication topology G among agents is shown in Figure 1 . The dynamics of each agent is given by (1), A, B , and C are chosen as follows:
Example 1: Consider the multi-agent system consisting of (1) and (3) As can be seen from Figures 2 and 3 , under the effect of the control strategy proposed in above, the states of the agents asymptotically achieve consensus. Figure 4 depicts the event-triggering time instants of each agent based on the event-triggering condition (4) . It can be seen that the proposed control strategy can effectively reduce the number of communications from Figure 4 , and Zeno behavior can be excluded. 
Example 2:
Consider the multi-agent system consisting of (1) and (18) under the event-triggering condition (19) with the parameters being chosen as µ = 0.5, ν = 0.5, δ = 0.02. By solving Riccati inequalities (2) Figure 5 depicts the state error between the observer and the agent. As can be seen from Figure 5 , the observer estimates the state of each agent very well. By Figures 6 and 7 , the states of agents can eventually achieve consensus. Figure 8 depicts the event-triggering time instants based on the eventtriggering condition (19) . The simulation results validate the correctness of Theorems 3 and 4. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the consensus problems for multi-agent systems with linear dynamics have been investigated. In order to decrease unnecessary waste of communication resources, the control protocols have been designed such that each agent updates the control input only at the event-triggered time instants of its own and its neighbors, and the chosen eventtriggering conditions do not require continuous communication information between neighboring agents. The cases that the states of agents can be obtained and the outputs of agents can be obtained have been both considered. Through theoretical analysis, it has been proved that multi-agent systems can achieve consensus under the control protocols and the chosen event-triggering conditions ensure that Zeno behavior is excluded. Finally, the effectiveness of the obtained results has been verified by simulation examples. Future work will focus on generalizing the results to multi-agent systems under directed topology or switching topologies. He is currently a full-time Professor with the College of Automation, Qingdao University, Qingdao. He has authored or coauthored more than 80 refereed articles in journals and international conference proceedings. His current research interests include multiagent systems, switched control systems, networked control systems, intelligent control, and robot systems.
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